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Guided Ritual for Release
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7OM GUIDED RITUAL

STAR OF PURIQ

This guided ritual, inspired by the Star of Puriq, relates to the notion of Release, 

and of cleansing out the old, so that we may invite in the new.

For when we create space in our Souls and our Psyche, 

we literally open up to new possibilities and new realities, 

and we get to more consciously choose what we would like to bring into our realms.

To the outside world, it often looks like magic or luck, or crazy coincidence,

but Alchemists know a deeper truth. 

Serendipity is a vibration we can cultivate.

This gentle yet powerful ritual is a lovely adaptation of a Shamanic principle 

and practice that tangibly and viscerally assists us in shifting old stagnant energies 

out of our field and transmuting them into light.

As with all 7OM rituals, 

the most crucial thing to remember is that Intention and an Open Heart is everything,

and you truly cannot do this wrong.
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RITUAL FOR RELEASE

Set Sacred Space in whatever way is meaning ful to you,

whether you say a specific Blessing, 

invite inAngelic & Celestial Support, 

or just ground your feet on the floor and declare Sacred Space, 

know that your instinct is perfect.

LIGHT A CANDLE

TAKE A PIECE OF BLANK PAPER

And write the following words:

If i could release one thing...

ALLOW WHATEVER IT IS TO COME FORWARD

It may be an old way of thinking or Being,
a way of experiencing the world, an old dynamic or relationship,

or even something specific that is going on physically in your body.

Allow it come forward.
Know that no-one else will be reading this ever. This is between you and You.

However dark or painful or seemingly shameful.
Any memory, any connection, any metaphorical or energetic chord

to another person that no longer serves you, allow it to come forward to be released. 
If you are brave and allow it to be witnessed in this way,

it will be transmuted into Light.

WRITE UNTIL YOU FEEL COMPLETE

Then write the words:

With Gratitude and with Love,
I release, I release, I release.
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NOW TAKE THE PIECE OF PAPER TO YOUR LIPS

And blow on the paper
with the intention that you are releasing any energ y through your breath

that relates to what you have just written.

Blow three times with power,
li ke you are fogging up a mirror and literally releasing something for the last time.

TAKE THE PIECE OF PAPER SOMEWHERE SAFE

It can be the kitchen sink or the toilet,
or outside with a firepit, or an empty plantpot.

TAKE A MATCH OR A LIGHTER OR A CANDLE

And burn the piece of paper. 

As you do, ask that Pachamamma
– the Incan term for Mother Earth –

and your Luminous Support Team
to help take any stagnant old energ y from the release and mulch it into light.

Ask for them to support you on your beautiful Journey
to Remembering the Truth and the Beauty of who you actually are.

WATCH THE THE PAPER BEING ENGULFED BY THE FLAMES

Bear witness to the ways in which the Energ y inside your Being
is being positively shifted as a result of this release.

Because it is.
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FINALLY, AND MOST IMPORTANTLY

Invite in a beautiful effervescent Rose Golden Light
to shine throughout your Being, 

and recalibrate and bless the space that has been cleared and cleansed.

Literally see or feel this Light entering your Being and take a few deep breaths...

Thanking Patcha Mamma, the Angels, the Stars and whomever you resonate with on a Spiritual level
for facilitating this energetic shift

and honor yourself for the gift of Energetic Alchemy you just gave yourself.

IF YOU FEEL CALLED

Get out your notebook and write the words:

7OM Ritual of Release

Spend a few moments writing about the experience
and anything specific that came forward for you to share with yourself.

COMMIT TO RELEASING ONE OF YOUR POSSESSIONS THIS WEEK

It can be anything and feel free to give it to a good home.
As the Feng Shui smartypants will tell us,

creating space in your physical realm helps shift stagnant energ y
and creates a flow in the Universe that is beneficial to us all.

You Are Complete.
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STARLIGHT STARBRIGHT

In the Andean tradition,
the Star in the Pleiades Constellation

that relates to Cleansing, Releasing & Grounding is referred to as:

Q’Oto means star

Puriq Q’Oto

Puriq Q’oto assists in clearing and cleansing and if you feel the calling,
you can say her name out loud and ask her to support you in this ritual. 

he will be only too happy to support you. 

And remember,
we create magic in our lives, when we make space for it.

To the younger alchemist,
searching for the lofty heights of transcendance, 

Grounding can be underappreciated.

To the uninitiated, it’s not always considered the sexiest of Qualities.
But the wise ones know that Grounding isn’t the opposite of magic-making,

it is its essential foundation.

Grounding is the foundation for Embodiment. And Embodiment is why we came.
It’s where the magic happens.

So, Ground first.
Then Embody.

And you will know Magic, the like of which, mere mortals only dream of.

And so it is.
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OMER SPOTLIGHT

In the Kaballistic Tradition,
the seven week experience of inner-inquiry & illumination,

on which the full 7-OM Journey is based, is known as the Omer.

Each week of the Omer has a thematic focus, & the focus of the first week is:

Chesed: Lovingkindness.

Using this as an opportunity to invite in compassion for yourself,
and for all those in your realms as you release the old and create space to step into the new.

Change is where the magic happens,
and yet old ways of being, even negative and destructive ones,

often remain in place because our egos, ironically, perceived them as keeping us safe.

“We are still here, we are still alive” says our ego,
“thus, anything we have experienced up until this moment, however awful,

must be safer than stepping into the unknown.”

And so we often hold on to what we have known and previously experienced for dear life,
even when it has gone far beyond its expiration date. It’s a false safety.

Honor your courage and your bravery to release outdated modes of experiencing the world,
and be gentle and tender with yourself as you navigate this process of Self Illumination.
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And remember,
however wretched or awful anything you might have experienced

or consider that you have done in your life, 
you were always always doing the best you could with the tools you had at the time.

And so was everyone else.
When we apply this notion with the balm of loving kindness to any experience, 

we allow it to dissolve into the ethers and loosen its grip on our psyche,
and we are left with the truth of our Authentic Selves:

That we are the love and light of this beautiful pulsing Universe.

Enjoy the Ritual.
Let me know how it goes.

Blessings and love to you, 

“Veil after veil of thin dusky gauze is lifted,
and by degrees the forms and colours of things are restored to them,
and we watch the dawn remaking the world in its antique pattern.”

– Oscar Wilde –


